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Housekeeping

Option to Select 
Closed Captioning

01
Use Chat Box to 
network and share 
reactions and 
reflections

02
Use Q&A to submit 
formal questions you 
would like addressed 
by the panel

03



Panel

Dr. Erica McCray                        Dr. Kent McIntosh                    Dr. Rebecca Zumeta Edmonds



Agenda

• Historical Context: Dr. Erica 
McCray
• School Discipline: Dr. Kent 

McIntosh
• Special Education: Dr. 

Rebecca Zumeta Edmonds
• Q & A with panel



Take a moment to 
observe your 
thoughts to this 
question:

How do you feel (physically 
and emotionally) when you 
discuss race with others?



•

•

Education Week. (2020, July 3). Black Student Voices: Classroom Discussions on Race [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeH3up321Hc&feature=youtu.be



Contextualizing the issue(s)

Roberts v. 
City of 
Boston 
(1849)

Dred Scott 
decision 
(1857)

13th

Amendment
(1865)

14th

Amendment 
(1868)

Civil Rights 
Act of 1875 

(1875)

Plessy v. 
Ferguson

(1896)

Jim Crow
(1890)



Contextualizing the issue(s)

ESEA 
Amendments

(1966)

Westminster 
School Dist. v. 

Mendez
(1947)

Brown v. Board 
of Education

(1954 & 1955)

Title IX of the 
Educational 

Amendments of 
1972

Section 504 of 
the 

Rehabilitation 
Act

(1973)

Education for All 
Handicapped 
Children Act 

(1975)





Inherent in 
our social 
systems

• White normativity and anti-black racism
• Classism and socioeconomic status
• Patriarchy and gender bias
• Ableism



Race is…



Race in 
education: 

Hot 
(smoldering) 

topics



Disproportionate 
Discipline: 
Type in the chat-box

How does race and racism play 
into the teacher decision of 
whether to send a student to 
the office for discipline?



Disproportionality in Preschool Discipline    
(OCR, 2016)

• Black children represent 19% of preschool 
enrollment, but 47% of preschool 
suspensions
• White children represent 41% of preschool 

enrollment, but 28% of preschool 
suspensions

Slide from Rosemarie Allen, Metro State University



Implicit Bias in Early Learning
(Gilliam et al., 2016)



Implicit Bias in Early Learning
(Gilliam et al., 2016)



Implicit Bias in Early Learning
(Gilliam et al., 2016)



Racial 
Differences 
in Risk for 
Classroom 
ODRs 
(Girvan et 
al., 2017)
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Do students notice 
inequitable treatment?

In schools with higher discipline 
disproportionality, Black students…

• Perceive their schools to be less 
equitable and inclusive

• Feel less school belonging
• Report more adjustment problems

Bottiani, Bradshaw, & Mendelson 
(2017)



Racial bias related to 
cardiovascular fatalities 
(Leitner et al., 2016)



Disproportionate Discipline:

Type in the chat box:
Given this information, why is it important for teachers to discuss race and 
racism in the classroom?



What is Significant Disproportionality in 
Special Education? 

Differential identification and placement 
of students from different racial or ethnic 
groups in special education.



Why should 
educators be 

concerned about 
disproportionality? 

Access to appropriate 

instruction 

Overwhelming 

the system

Differential 

outcomes

Indicator of 

underlying systemic 

problems







Does disproportionality occur equally across 
disability categories? 

q Specific learning disability 
q Intellectual disability
q Emotional disturbance
q Autism 
q Other health impairment 
q Traumatic brain injury 
qSpeech or language impairment

q Orthopedic impairment 
q Multiple disabilities 
q Visual impairment, including 

blindness  
qHearing impairment
q Deafness 
q Deaf-blindness 

https://sites.ed.gov/idea/regs/b/a/300.8

https://sites.ed.gov/idea/regs/b/a/300.8
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Who is impacted? 

• Variation by disability category

• Boys (over-identification)/ Girls (under-
identification) 

• English learners (delays in 
identification) 

• Under-representation of students of 
color in gifted and talented programs

• Students living in poverty



What does this suggest 
about how racism, bias, 
or other 
institutionalized 
policies may lead to 
disproportionality 



How does disproportionality occur? 

Differential referrals for evaluation for special education eligibility

Differential eligibility by disability category 

Differential placement decisions, including restrictiveness of
placement



Given this, who in 
the school should 
be  responsible for 
understanding and 
addressing 
significant 
disproportionality? 

Everyone!



Q & A

Dr. Erica McCray                      Dr. Kent McIntosh                   Dr.  Rebecca Zumeta Edmonds



Next Month’s Webinar

Foundations of Inner-Work for Antiracist Educators

Case Study of program’s DEI Initiative on Inner-Work 


